
{p1} Cut it out: final solutions                                                      
Due at the start of surface studio on:________________________. 
Follow instructions on installing work, given later this week.

Challenge:
Using feedback from phase two solutions, rethink, revisit your designs. 
Choose your most successful & innovative composition, one for each 
category of this project to expand & recreate. 
This will give you a total of three.
Line {one}
Proportion/Scale {one}
Contrast {one}

You will not be using sharpies to draw these designs, your materials have 
changed & so has your scale in which you will be enlarging them.

You will ONLY be using newspaper {black/white/grey sections} to communicate your 
designs. Consider how you will use the newspaper as a material to best emphasize 
your design concept. Cutting, layering, bending, folding, tearing, scoring, hole 
punching, wrapping & layering, as well a how you attach the newspaper should all be 
considered when recreating your designs. You may choose to have aspects of the 
newspaper come of the surface & become more three-dimensional. 

All of your design choices should be made to help communicate your concept {line, 
proportion/scale or contrast} Be thoughtful in all of your choices.

Using white card stock or Bristol paper, cut out THREE 7” x 7” squares. This 
is where you will be attaching the newspaper & creating your designs 
without using any other materials. ONLY newspaper & glue. Consider what 
you have learned in working in cardboard & attaching that material to help 
inform your craft in gluing newspaper. 
Using black poster board or black construction paper, cut out THREE 9” x 9” 
squares. This will act as your border/frame for the work, which you will attach your 
smaller square, exactly in the middle.

Label each solution on the BACK using tape. Include your name, table number & the 
concept.

Keep in mind that CRAFTSMANSHIP MATTERS ALWAYS & in ALL ways.

Grade Evaluation: 
Craftsmanship + Design + Concept + Ambition 

valeriepowell@shsu.edu	 	 ronhollingshead@shsu.edu

WASH
  {Workshop in Art Studio + History}

surface        

S T U D I O

{p1} RESEARCH

RESEARCH the FOLLOWING  
{we will be looking for evidence in 
your visual journal...sketch/define/
identify examples in your reading}

Elements + Principles of Design {!!!}

asymmetry                                      
balance                                          
closure                                       
composition                                   
concept                                               
craftsmanship                                       
crop                                                     
critique                                              
density                                                  
found text                                                
geometric                                                   
habit                                               
interpretation                                   
negative space                             
orientation                                      
pattern                                      
perception                                           
picture plane                                           
proximity                                              
repetition                                               
rotation                                                      
spatial                                                    
symmetry                                            
tension                                                    
text/texture                                              
visual communication 

Collaborative Teaching Team:                                            
Valerie Powell + Ron Hollingshead
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